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The Message from Honourable Minister of Posts, Postal
Services & Muslim Religious Affairs

Sri Lanka is the country, that gives prominent place and takes various steps to impart
religious studies. One of the steps is to introduce Sunday religious classes for Buddhists,
Hindu, Christian and Muslim children to gain knowledge of their own religions. It paved
the way to conduct these religious classes at the respective places of worship, public
Schools and private institutions.

Further, the government has been assisting these religious Schools by conducting
the programme of teacher training, supplying teachers' guide books, syllabus, text books,
students’ uniforms and paying teachers' book allowance annually. It is praiseworthy that
the Department of Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs is looking after the interest of
the Muslim Religious Schools called as Ahadhiyyah Schools Island wide and provide
the above stated facilities.

Supplying proper text books and teachers’ guide books to these Schools are
indispensable for the success at all levels of education system.

The Department of Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs has taken steps to
publish text books for the upper level of Exams conducted by the Department of Exam
since 2008, namely Ahadhiyyah Schools’ Final Examination and Dharmacharya
(Teachers) Exam. Although they have printed and supplied a considerable number of
the books in this regard the department is still in process of publishing rest of the books
in the coming years.

As the Minister responsible for Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs, I am
indeed happy about the performance of the Department. I thank all in the Department
for their contribution for the success of the tasks entrusted to them.

Al Haj M. H. Abdul Haleem (M.P.)
Minister of Posts, Postal Services and
Muslim Religious Affairs.

Ministry of Posts, Postal Services and Muslim Religious Affairs,
No. 310, D.R. Wijewardena Mawatha,
Colombo 10.
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Message from the Honourable Deputy Minister of Posts,
Postal Services and Muslim Religious Affairs

At a time when people belonging to all four major religions of Sri Lanka are making
efforts to make an ethical society with icons of multi religious and cultural symbols. I feel
it is a great privilege in expressing my message of greeting when the Department of
Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs is publishing syllabus and syllabus based text
books for the students of Islamic Religious Schools called Ahadiyya Schools.

It is our duty to contribute through our ministry to fulfill this long standing need
and enable the teachers and students to carry forward their educational task.

I strongly feel that the development of a country can last long only when the
development is combined with social development along with economic and political
development.

If we have to safeguard the moral standards of our society, Religious and
Cultural Welfares must also be taken care of. The service rendered by schools such as
Ahadiyya in protecting religious and cultural traditions is invaluable.

By training children from their tender ages to live with religious principles, we
can expect to create a new generation that will protect the moral traditions of our
country.

In a country like ours where people of multi-cultural religious communities live,
it is a great service rendered by these religious schools to enable Buddhists, Hindus,
Muslims and Christians to provide their respective religious knowledge and experience
to their children.

I wish to express my thanks to the Department of Muslim Religious and Cultural
Affairs and all those who participated in the task.

Duleep Wijesekara (M.P.),
Deputy Minister of Posts, Postal Services &
Muslim Religious Affairs.

Ministry of Posts, Postal Services and Muslim Religious Affairs,
No. 310, D.R.Wijewardena Mawatha,
Colombo 10.
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Message of the Secretary, Ministry of Posts, Postal Services &
Muslim Religious Affairs

Religious Education plays a vital role in creating an ethical, well-disciplined just society.
If we could inculcate religious thoughts in the minds of children from their childhood it
would not be difficult to make better social atmosphere always. Religious education is a
medium to offer useful experiences. It is a difficult task to impart religious education
along with the formal education focused on tests and exams. As a complement to this
formal education, religious education conducted during Sundays have yielded great
success in this field.

Separate religious schools have been operating in Sri Lanka in order to develop
the religious knowledge and religious atmosphere among each and every child either
Buddhist, Hindu, Muslim or Christian children. Providing equal facilities for the children
of each and every religion and catering to a long standing need for syllabus  based text
books have been published by the government and distributed among students of Muslim
Religious Schools under the patronage of the Department of Muslim Religious & Cultural
Affairs.

I would like to express my sincere gratitude to all who are actively engaged in
the exercise of providing ten text books for Deeniyath Certificate Exam which is an
equivalent to Dharmacharya  and  Ahadhiyyah (Daham) Final Certificate of  Exams in
Muslim Religious Schools.

D. G. M. V. Hapuarachchi,
Secretary,
Ministry of Posts, Postal Services and
Muslim Religious Affairs.

Ministry of Posts, Postal Services and
Muslim Religious Affairs,
No. 310, D.R.Wijewardena Mawatha,
Colombo 10.
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Message from the Director of the Department of
Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs

At a time when religious, spiritual and cultural renaissance is much needed for the country
and the world, the department of Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs has prepared a
set of text books in English for the benefit of the students and teachers of Ahadiya
school. I consider it is a privilege to praise their efforts with a complimentary message.

Ahadiya schools have been functioning successfully in our country over the past
fifty years. It is commendable that the department has provided a proper syllabus for
the betterment of the Ahadiyya schools. This offers an opportunity for implementation
of the same syllabus of studies in all the Ahadiyya schools in the island.

In order to avail the right benefit from the syllabus, the publication of text books
in Tamil for the F C E I and I D C E exams is a matter of praseworthiness. These
publications will be of great value for the students who pursue their Islamic education in
Tamil at the Ahadiyya schools and their teachers.

I understand that the goverment has spent approximately four million rupees for
the translation of these text books into English for the benefit of students who follow
their education in the English medium at the Ahadiyya schools.

I thank the team of writers and translators and the staff of the department who
rendered their services for the efforts of organizing these text books.

I sincerely pray to the Almighty Allah for the optimum benefit from these text
books for the students and teachers of all Ahadiyya schools in the island.

Ash-Sheikh M. R. M. Malik,
Director,
Department of Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs.

Department of Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs,
No. 180, T. B. Jayah Mawatha,
Colombo 10.
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Message from the Former Director of the Department of
Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs

Today's world is suffering from spiritual poverty and emptiness. It will not be an
exaggeration of the facts if we say that the fundamental reason for all the problems of
the world now is the spiritual degradation and its consequence of moral and ethical
decay.

We are witnessing a draw back in spiritual, ethical and moral spheres because
of the influence of anti-religous policies such as materialism, consumerism and secularism.
The society that worships knowledge now ignores spiritualism. The society that takes
care about the body, forgets about the heart. The society that loves the world, rejects
the world after death.

If should be mentioned that Ahadiyya schools jointly with Arabic Colleges that
are the training centres create a religious based society capable of guiding mankind with
knowledge, expertise and personality to face anti-social challenges.

Ahadiyya schools have been functioning for more than fifty years in Sri Lanka.
Everyone knows that the Department of Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs has
published complete syllabus for guiding these schools properly.

In order to gain the full benefit of the syllabus, the department has arranged to
publish the necessary text books for religious school Final exam and Islamic Deeniyyath
Certificate Exam. I am happy at this occasion in expressing my thanks to the committee
members compiling these books, the team of editors and to our Assistant Director As
sheik M. H. Noorul Ameen for his continued efforts and to all those who contributed
their share for this task. I pray to Almighty Allah to accept their deeds and reward them
all.

Ash-Sheikh M. H. M. Zameel,
Former Director,
Department of Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs.
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Message from the Former Director of the Department of
Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs

Islam is a way of life. It is important to acquire the knowledge of Quran and  Hadees if
a person is to live as a Muslim. The prophet's sayings such as “Seeking knowledge is
mandatory for every Muslim’’  and  “The best person among you is the one who learns
the Quran and teaches it for others” insist the importance of it. Ahadiyya school is a very
good means to learn Islam during young age in Sri Lanka. It is well known fact that the
Department of Religious and Cultural Affairs has been doing a commendable Service
towards the development of Ahadiyya Schools. The services rendered annually by the
Department of Religious and Cultural Affairs are a great support to the growth of Ahadiyya
Schools.

Some of the services are designing the syllabus from pre grade to the
university for 14 years, organizing the Final Certificate Examination of Islamic Studies
and the Islamic Deeniyyath (Dharmacharya) Final Examination through the Department
of examinations, conducting in district levels workshops and seminars for Ahadiyya
teachers, providing payment to the teachers for book purchase and providing
uniforms to them.

Publishing Text Books according to the national curriculum is a milestone
in the history of Ahadiyya Schools.

I am highly delighted to see the fulfillment of the first phase of the unanimous
appeal of the Ahadiyya Society. It must be commended that four books are published
on Aqeeda, Masaadhirus Sharia, Fiqhul Islam, Seera wath Tharikh, and Akhlaq
for the Ahadiya Final Certificate Examination. For Deeniyyath Final Examination,
in addition to these four books another two books on Arabic and Islamic Literature
are published. I firmly believe that these efforts will continue under the leadership
of the new director.

Ash Sheik M. H. Noorul Ameen, Assistant Director who was actively
engaged in this task from its inception, the staff of the Department, the Panel of
writers and editors deserve my thanks. May Allah accept their endeavours.
I consider it a great opportunity granted by Allah for me to serve with them in
this task.

I am prepared to render my service in this regard in all possible means.

I pray for the blessings of Allah to all of you.

Ameen!

Ash Sheik Y. L. M. Navavi,
Former Director,
Department of Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs.
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Message from The President of
The Ceylon Islamic Instructions Society Limited,

Central Federation of Ahadiyyah Schools in Sri Lanka

Bismillah Hir Rahuman Nir Raheem .................

It gives me immense pleasure to send this message on the occasion of the publication
of the Sinhala & English translation of the Tamil version of the Ahadhiyyah Text
Book for Ahadhiyyah Final Examination & Ahadhiyyah Dheeniyaath (Dharmacharya)
Examination.

These publications complement in a very significant manner the available
material for students of Ahadhiyyah.

These publications are sponsored and financed by the Department of Muslim
Religious & Cultural Affairs who have in the recent past come to the aid of The
Ceylon Islamic Instructions Society Limited (Central Federation of Ahadhiyyah
Schools in Sri Lanka).

In addition, the Department of Muslim Religious & Cultural Affairs had
taken up many issues with the relevant Authorities on our behalf, after representation
being made, in respect of Ahadhiyyah Schools System and we appreciate and
remember with gratitude their untiring efforts in resolving our issues.

Since the establishment in 1951, the Ahadhiyyah Schools activities, being
accepted and acknowledged by the Community as essential to the community, have
continued to grow in strength by the voluntary and motivating efforts of its
functionaries as well as the tremendous support and enthusiasm of its sponsors.

Al Haj M. Shibly Aziz, PC
President,
The Ceylon Islamic Instructions Soc. Ltd.,
Central Federation of Ahadhiyyah Schools in Sri Lanka.
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Forward Note

All praise belongs to Almighty Allah. Alhamdulillah!

“I have only created jinns and men, that they may serve Me” (Al-Quran 51: 56)

The purpose of creating mankind in the world is to obey the commands of Allah and
follow the foot steps of the life of the Prophet (peace be upon him) properly and return
to Allah. As slaves of Allah, every Muslim should live his life with righteous deeds and
spiritual thoughts. This is evident from the saying of the Prophet Muhammed (peace be
upon him), “If Allah desires good for a person in this world, he grants him clear
understanding of religion” (Al-Hadeeth)

According to the above divine verses and the teachings of the Prophet (peace
be upon him), living according to the religion is compulsory. As such, to live with the
qualities of fear of God, patience, tolerance, morality and good dispositions, it is important
to receive religious education properly. There is no doubt in the fact that receiving a
good religious education will guide a person to live as a true Muslim. It is commendable
that in order to build up such a righteous society, many Islamic Sharia Education Institutes
and private organizations are doing their part island wide.

Focused on the above purpose, we appreciate the efforts of the Chairman of
Central Ahadiya Federation and their administrative team in implementing plans for the
enhancement of the Ahadiya education for more than six decades.

The constructive activities undertaken by the Department of Muslim Religious
and Cultural Affairs for this purpose are noteworthy.

The department takes keen interest especially to enhance the standard of
education in Islamic educational institutes such as Ahadiyya schools, Arabic Colleges
and Quran Madrasas and expand their physical resources. The department has
implemented many plans for the benefit of the students also. In this regard the department
took its foremost task of publishing the syllabus for these institutes in 2003 for the first
time and allocated fund and made arrangements to conduct the Ahadiya Final Certificate
Examination in 2005. It also made arrangements to conduct the Deeniyath Dharmacharya
Exam through the Department of Examinations in 2008. A comprehensive syllabus for
grade one onwards was prepared and published in all three languages in the same year.

This department also provides books and uniforms to Ahadiya teachers every
year and arranges workshops and seminars for them.
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The students who wanted to sit for the Ahadiya Final Certificate Examination
and Deeniyath  Examination had difficulties without proper text books. Taking this into
account, our department embarked on a task in creating text books for these
examinations.

I express my warm gratitude for former directors of the department
Ash Sheik M. I. Ameer, Ash Sheik Y.L.M. Navavi and Ash Sheik M. H. M. Zameel
for pioneering the efforts and advising with the necessary guidance and to the present
Director of the department Ash Sheik M.R.M. Malik for implementing the tasks necessary
for the speedy realization of our efforts.

My heartfelt thanks also go to the Director of Nalimiya Institute
Dr. M. A. M. Shukry and the Deputy Director of Nalimiya Academy Ash Sheikh
A.C. Aghar Mohammed for their advice, guidance and consultation in designing and
publishing these text books.

My heartiest and sincere thanks to the team of translators Ash Sheikh
A. M. Mihlar (Naleemi) M. Phil., Zahira College, Colombo – Mr. Seyed Zafarullah
Khan, English Trained Government Teacher (Rtd.), Accredited Media Consultant,
Copywriter & Graphic Designer - Proof reading, Mr. M. M. Shazuly B. A. Social Sci.
(Ind.), English Trained Teacher (Rtd.), Principal, Amal International School - Proof
reading for their remarkable effort taken in succeeding this task.

After successfully publishing the text books in Tamil in 2015 , now it is a great
pleasure to fulfil the requirements of the English medium students by publishing the
following text books in English for their benefit:

1. Aqeedah and Masadhirus Sharia (Islamic Principles and Sources of
Jurisprudence for FCEIS)

2. Al Fiqhul Islam (Islamic Jurisprudence for FCEIS)
3. Al Aqhlaqul Islamia (Islamic Ethics for FCElS)
4. As Sheera Wathareeq (Islamic History for FCEIS)
5. Aqeedah and Masadhirus Sharia (Islamic Principles and Sources of

Jurisprudence for IDCE)
6. Al Fiqhul Islami ( Islamic Jurisprudence for IDCE)
7. Al -Akhlaq was Suluk ( Ethics and Sociology in Islam IDCE)
8. As Sheera Wathareeq (Islamic History for IDCE)
9. Al Adabul Islami (Islamic Literature for IDCE)

10. Al Lukathul Arabia wa Ah Kabuth Thajweed (Arabic Language and the Rules
of Recitation )
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My sincere thanks go to Ash Sheik M.M.M. Mufthi (Naleemi), Mrs. Mirsiya
Thajudeen (Financial Assistant), Mrs. Faheema Junaideen (Former Management
Assistant),    Alhaj A. A. Muhammed Azrin (Store Keeper), Miss M. N. F. Farmila
(Management Assistant), and all others in the department who sincerely contributed for
the successful outcome of the publication in many ways.

I also sincerely request you to send your opinions and suggestions for the
enhancement of the text books on the second publication to the department.

May Allah accept the sincere efforts made by all for this cause and bless us with
His rewards. Ameen.

Al Haj Moulavi M. H. Noorul Ameen,
Assistant Director,
Department of Muslim Religious and
Cultural Affairs.

Department of Muslim Religious and Cultural Affairs,
180, T. B. Jayah Mawatha,
Colombo 10.
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Introduction to the Text

The syllabus for the students preparing for the Islamic Deeniyath (Dharmacharya)
Certificate examination consists of five lessons. The fifth is ''Al Adabul Islami Wal
Lunghathul Arabiya" This curriculum consists of four chapters. A rabic language is the
fourth chapter.

It is expected that the students sitting the above examination would obtaint the
needed knowledge through this syllabus. It is necessary to receive the basic knowledge
of Arabic to fulfil this objective. Therefore, Arabic language is incorporated to this
syllabus.

This book is prepared with the basic explanation to reflect this syllabus. The
basic explanation and instructions according to the syllabus and the guidance for the
examination are given. This book should be studied with the assistance of a teacher to
achieve the objectives as it is devoid of the vowel symbols and also get the maximum
benefit.

We expect that you would get the guidance of the teacher to improve your
knowledge of Arabic.

Ash Sheikh Mihlar Rasheed (Naleemi)
Ash Sheikh Ramlan Samoon (Salafi)
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Introduction to the Book

All praise is due to Allah, the Lord of the Universe. May peace be upon Prophet
Muhammad (Sal), his family, friends and followers.

''Ahkamuth Thajweed" is a text that describes the rules of reciting the Holy
Quran beautifully, explicity and clearly, May the Almighty Rahman grant the mercy to
benefit by using this as a guide for those who are interested in learning this art, by
learning, practising and gaining the competency ! Ameen.

Arabic is the most significant beatiful language of the languages in the world.
The Holy Quran is revealed in this language. This was taught by Jibreel (Alai) to Prophet
(Sal), Rasool (Sal) taught it to his companions in the similar manner.

''Recite the Holy Quran clearly with pauses ! (73 : 4) commands the Al Quran.
According to it every male and female Muslim should learn to recite the Quran without
any mistakes.

Due to this reason, Ibnu Abbas (Rali) has stated that it is significant for a person
to recite even a part of  the Quran following the rules of Thajweed than reciting the
whole Quran without following the rules of Thajweed. It gives greater merits. Imam
Navavi (Rah) also has stated about this in his book.

This book of Thajweed is compiled by As Sheik M. T. M. Zahir B. A. (Madani),
As Sheik A. L. Aliyar B. A. (Madani). It is a notable fact that many books written by
Professors of the Art of Thajweed were used as resources.

The necessary rules of Tahjweed are included in this text for the use of students
and teaches and further it is written in a clear and a simple manner.

There is no doubt that this text would be beneficial for the students of Ahadiya
and other madarasas.

Furthermore, learn these rules and then the examples given for them. Meanwhile,
recite and practise frequently the chapters given at the end in order to recite the Holy
Quran beautifully.

So, the Islamic students, brother and sisters should achieve the merits in bounty
by reciting the Holy Quran following the rules of Thajweed and understand it and thus
enter paradise.

May Allah grant all of us this blessing!

Ash Sheik A. L. Aliyar, (Madani) B. A. 
Ash Sheik M. T. M. Zahir, (Madani) B. A.
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Al-Lughatul Arabiyya

Arabic Language
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my;y`g; mj;jpahaj;jp;d; ,yf;fpa eak;: 

kf;fP:- 

egpatHfspd; vjpupia gopj;Jiuf;Fk; ghq;F ntspg;gLfpwJ. 

egpatHfspd; J}Jj;Jtj;jjhy; ehrkhfptpl;lhd; vd;gij iffspuz;Lk; 

ehrkhfptpl;ld  v tHzpj;jpUf;Fk; ghq;F 

`k;khyJy; `jg;  (tpwF Rkg;gts;) vd;w nrhw;nwhlH %yk; egpatHfSf;F 

vjpuhf mts; Fiw$wpj; jpupe;j nray; gopj;JIuf;fg;gLfpd;wJ. 

nghUshjhu trjp ,iwtdplk; vg;ngWkhKk; mw;wJ vd;gJ vLj;Jf; 

fhl;lg;gLfp;wJ. 

egpatHfis Fiw $wpaikf;fhf fOj;ij newpg;gjhf vr;rupf;Fk; ghq;F  

ntspg;gLfp;wJ. 

xt;nthU trdj;jp; KbTk; fy;fyh  xyp tbtj;ijAila xOj;Jf;fis;f; 

nfhz;like;jpUg;gJ Xireaj;ij ntspg;gLj;JfpwJ. 

Chapter : 111 

(1)  Suratul Lahab (The Flame)

Makkee, Verses : 5

In the name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful

111:1. Perish the hands of the father of Flame! Perish he!

111:2. No profit to him from all his wealth, and all his gains!

111:3. Burnt soon will he be in a fire of blazing flame!

111:4. His wife shall carry the (crackling) wood- as fuel!

111:5. A twisted rope of palm-leaf fibre round her (own) neck!
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Literary Review

Surah al Lahab

Makkee:-

· This sura reveals the way the enemy of Prophet (sal) was cursed.

· Utmost failure of Abu Lahab because of his hostility to the message of the
Prophet (PBUH) was described through the verse "May the hands of Abu
Lahab be broken.

· The verse :"Hammalatal hathab" (carrying the crackling wood) condemned the
behavior of uttering something derogatory to the Prophet (PBUH).

· It has been explained that the Economic facility which they got does not carry
any value in the sight of Allah.

· It reveals of a torment of crushing the neck due to slandering the Prophet.

· Each verse ends with a form of ‘Qalqala’ letters making a melodious rhythm.
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Chapter – 113

Suratul Falaq (The Dawn)

Makkee, Verses : 5

In the name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful

113:1. Say : I seek refuge with the Lord of the dawn
113:2. From the mischief of created things;
113:3. From the mischief of darkness as it overspreads-
113:4. From the mischief of those who blow on knots;
113:5. And from the mischief of the envious one as he practises envy.
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Suratun Naas (Mankind)

Makkee, Verses – 6

In the name of Allah, Most gracious most Merciful

114:1. Say ! I seek refuge with the Lord and cherisher of mankind.

114:2. The king (or ruler) of mankind.

114:3. The God (or Judge) of mankind.

114:4. From the mischief of the whisperer (of evil), who withdraws (after his whisper).

114:5. Who whispers into the hearts of mankind.

114:6. Among Jinns and among men.
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Literary Review

 "Al-Muawwizattan" these surahs –alFalaq and anNas- for seeking protection
from evil eyes and witchcraft.

 These are Madani surahs in the form of Makki surahs.
 These surahs explore Allah’s Rububiyat.
 Acts of those who create doubts in the minds and confusion in the hearts, are

described as attributes of Satan.
 Usage of  phrases "Rabbunnaas", Malikinnas", "Ilahinnas" reflects the universal

nature of Islam.
 Qualities like cheating, jealousy, witchcraft are being considered as great evils.
 Ending of the verses with the letters of "Qalqala" depict melodious rhythm.
 Both of these Surahs provide protection of a fortress.
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Suratul Ikhlas

Makkee, Verses – 4

In the name of Allah, Most Gracious most Merciful

112:1. Say you, He is Allah, the one.

112:2. Allah the Independent, Care free.

112:3. He begot none nor was He begotten.

112:4. And nor anyone is equal to Him.

Literary Review

 This Surah was revealed when infidels of Makkah asked Prophet (PBUH) to

explain about his God.

 The best verse patterns depict attributes of Allah.

 It presents uniqueness of Allah in literary aspects.

 A reader can enjoy reflection of rhythm.

 It has dictions with higher literary sense which carry broader meaning in a nutshell.

 It presents accurate concepts and criteria on understanding God.

 Allah is the God. He is one and does not have any partner beside Him. This

meaning deeply reflects in this Surah.

 It presents Islamic concept of Tawhid- oneness of God- with literary flavour.
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Suratul Kafirun (Kafirs)

Makkee, Verses – 6
In the name of Allah, Most Gracious most Merciful

109:1. Say (O Muhammad ) to these Mushrikun and Kafirun): "O Al-Kafirun

(disbelievers in Allah, in His Oneness, in His Angels, in His Books, in His

Messengers, in the Day of Resurrection, and in Al-Qadar, etc.)!

109:2. "Nor will I worship that which you worship.

109:3. "Nor will you worship that which I worship.

109:4. "And I shall not worship that which you are worshipping.

109:5. "Nor will you worship that which I worship.

109:6. "To you be your religion, and to me my religion (Islamic Monotheism)."
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Literary Review

  Infidels requested Prophet (PBUH) "You will worship our God for a year then

on the following year we will worship your God". This Surah was revealed

when the infidels negotiated with Prophet (PBUH) to compromise the concept

of worshiping one true God.

 This Surah consists of rhyme and alliteration clearly.

 No compromise in the matters of Aqeedha.

 Not to compel religion.

 It has been highlighted that the religious freedom to be protected.

 It emphasizes the importance of firm belief in Faith.
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96 : 1

96 : 2

96 : 3

96 : 4

96 : 5

96 : 6

96 : 7

96 : 8

96 : 9

96 : 10

96 : 11

96 : 12

96 : 13

96 : 14
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Surah Al-Alaq (The Clot)

Makkee, Verses: 19

In the name of Allah, Most gracious most mericful

96:1. Read! In the Name of your Lord, Who has created (all that exists),

96:2. Has created man from a clot (a piece of thick coagulated blood).

96:3. Read! And your Lord is the Most Generous,

96:4. Who has taught (the writing) by the pen [the first person to write was

Prophet Idrees (Enoch)],

96:5. Has taught man that which he knew not.

96:6. Nay! Verily, man does transgress all bounds (in disbelief and evil deed, etc.).

96:7. Because he considers himself self-sufficient.

96:8. Surely! Unto your Lord is the return.

96:9. Have you (O Muhammad (PBUH)) seen him (i.e. Abu Jahl) who prevents,

96:10. A slave (Muhammad (PBUH)) when he prays?

96:11. Tell me, if he (Muhammad (PBUH)) is on the guidance (of Allah)?

96:12. Or enjoins piety?

96:13. Tell me if he (the disbeliever, Abu Jahl) denies (the truth, i.e. this Qur'an), and

turns away?

96 : 15

96 : 16

96 : 17

96 : 18

96 : 19
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96:14. Knows he not that Allah does see (what he does)?

96:15. Nay! If he (Abu Jahl) ceases not, We will catch him by the forelock,

96:16. A lying, sinful forelock!

96:17. Then, let him call upon his council (of helpers),

96:18. We will call the guards of Hell (to deal with him)!

96:19. Nay! (O Muhammad (PBUH))! Do not obey him (Abu Jahl). Fall prostrate

and draw near to Allah!

Literary Review

 First revelation

 Beginning of the prophetic mission

 Emphasizes the importance of education

 Highlights the importance of mingling spirituality with learning

 Aspect with the education

 Proves Creator is the God.

 God is the source of the knowledge.

 Miracle of creating human being has been explained.

 It was identified that writing and reading are the sources of knowledge.

 Higher literary spirit of brief terms to explain broader meaning.
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living things ex.:non living things ex.: living things ex.::

Masculine

Irrational
Rational

Nouns

 Words are divided into three types. They are (verb),    (conjunction),

  (noun).

 In Arabic language nouns have separate grammatical rules.

 Generally as a sign of noun, it ends with Tanween.

 Nouns can be divided on the basis of class and gender as follows:

01. Masculine

02. Feminine
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Note :-
 Generally feminine nouns end with 
 This letter is known as  
 In Arabic language the pairs of the body are written as feminine forms .
 Rational feminine words need not be distinguished with  

Feminine

Feminine

Pairs of the
body ex.:-

irrational non
living things

Rational

irrational
living things

Usage of Arabic
language
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Fill in the table with words given below:

01.01.01.01.01.

Masculine

Irrational

Rational Living              Non living

02.02.02.02.02.

Feminine

Irrational Pairs of Usage of
Rational the Arabic

Living               Non Living body language

Exercise

gpd;tUk; nrhw;fisf; nfhz;L ml;ltizfis epug;Gf. 

01.  

 

02.
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Proper Noun is a Noun which shows a particular person or place ex.: Muhammed,

Maryam, Iraq, Makkah

ex. :

 The words which come in the form of           will not end with Tanween

ex. :

 Feminine names will not end with Tanween.

ex. :

 Masculine names which end with                 will not end with Tanween.

 ex.:

Proper Noun
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Exercise

Identify the Proper Nouns from the following words:
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 This is a method of categorising noun.
 Nouns with        alif laam in the beginning is known as              "Ma‘rifah".
 If Alif laam     does not appear at the beginning it is known as

"  Nakirah".
      "Nakirah" will always have a general meaning.
      "Ma‘rifah" will have a specific meaning.
      Nakirah words will end with Tanween.
 Where as        "Ma‘rifah" will not end with Tanween.
 Proper Nouns will always be considered as        "Ma 'rifah"

Indefinite and Definite

 Definite    Indefinite

a desk - any type of desk

a horse – any horse

a boy – It can be any boy
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 This is one way of understanding the Nouns.

 When a name starts with alif laam,            depending on the first letter the way of

pronouncing can differ.

 The 28 letters of Arabic alphabet is known as "Huruful Hijahiya"

 There are 14 moon letters           and 14 sun letters         .

 Following are  moon

letters   

 Following are  sun

letters  .

  If a Noun starts with a moon letter and joins with  alif laam, The laam

 is pronounced clearly.

  If a Noun starts with a sun letter and joined with alif laam,

.  The laam is   slightly pronounced and the nouns first letter is said with

sukoon.

Note :-   with these words   joined with al will read

accordingly as follows :

Sun Letters and Moon Letters
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Exercise -

 Make a table with words which consist of Sun Letters and Moon Letters.

(   Sun Letters and Moon Letters;  )
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Demonstrative
Pronouns

distance

close

 This is another variety of  noun.

 Through demonstrative words we differentiate the gender and place in a noun.
  Demonstrative pronoun.
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.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

.10

.11

.12

  How Demonstrative Pronouns are used in the following :-

(1) This is an exercise book.

(2) This is a crow.

(3) This is a child.

(4) This is a tree.

(5) This is a cow.

(6) This is a lady.

(7) That is a mountain.

(8) That is a cat.

(9) That is a man.

(10) That is a rose flower.

(11) That is a ostrich.

(12) That is young girl.
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Interrogative sentences

  and    is used to form a question.
  is used for irrational questions.
      is for rational questions.
 means what/ which.
  means who.
  and   are questioning words.
 If questions starts with  or  the answer should be  or 
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Fill in the blanks using the following words  

Exercise -
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Adjective with a Substantive

 Adjective and Substantive will follow the Noun.

  means Adjective   Mawsuf means Substantive.

  Adjective will follow  Substantive.

  If Substantive is a   Indefinite Noun,  Adjective also will be

 Indefinite.

  If Substantive is a Definite Noun, ,Adjective also will be

definite .
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Subject and Predicate

Exercise - - - - -

 A sentence which begins and ends with a noun is called a subject and predicate of

a nominal sentence.

  At the beginning of a subject of a sentence will be a   definite noun.

  subject and the predicate of a sentence will be one word or sentence 

  Subject and predicate  will be the same in gender.

Choose the right word with in the brackets:
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(((((Boy’s hand is strong.)))))

(knowledge is Mumin's lost property)

 In Arabic, the Possessor is called the Mudaf I layhi, and the possessed is called

the Mudaf.

 The Mudaf  is definite  without alif-laam and Tanween.

 Mudafilayhi is Majrur.

Example:

(1) The hand of the child

(2) The branch of the tree.

(3) The trunk of the elephant.

Mudaf can be subject and a predicate.

Example :-

Possessive and Possessor
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Fill in the blanks using the appropriate words and mark the signs.

Exercise  - - - - -
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mwG nkhopapy; ngaHr; nrhw;fs; vz; mbg;gilapy; xUik > ,Uik

> gd;ik  vd tifg;gLj;jg;gLk;.

,Uikf;fhd milahsk; xUikr; nrhy;ypd; ,Wjpapy;  NrHe;J tUk;. 

c-k;:  

       (,U trdq;fs;)         

        (,U fhJfs;)            

    (,U ez;gHfs;)       

 ,Uikapy; fPo; tUk; tbtj;jpy; ,lk;ngWk;. 

 

 

 %d;W tiffshFk;  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mwG nkhopapy; ngaHr; nrhw;fs; vz; mbg;gilapy; xUik > ,Uik

> gd;ik  vd tifg;gLj;jg;gLk;.

,Uikf;fhd milahsk; xUikr; nrhy;ypd; ,Wjpapy;  NrHe;J tUk;. 

c-k;:  

       (,U trdq;fs;)         

        (,U fhJfs;)            

    (,U ez;gHfs;)       

 ,Uikapy; fPo; tUk; tbtj;jpy; ,lk;ngWk;. 

 

 

 %d;W tiffshFk;  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mwG nkhopapy; ngaHr; nrhw;fs; vz; mbg;gilapy; xUik > ,Uik

> gd;ik  vd tifg;gLj;jg;gLk;.

,Uikf;fhd milahsk; xUikr; nrhy;ypd; ,Wjpapy;  NrHe;J tUk;. 

c-k;:  

        (,U trdq;fs;)          

         (,U fhJfs;)            

     (,U ez;gHfs;)        

 ,Uikapy; fPo; tUk; tbtj;jpy; ,lk;ngWk;. 

 

 

 %d;W tiffshFk;  

 

 

 

 

Singular, Dual and Plural

 In Arabic language Nouns can be classified according to the number in singular

 

 

 

 

 

mwG nkhopapy; ngaHr; nrhw;fs; vz; mbg;gilapy; xUik > ,Uik

> gd;ik  vd tifg;gLj;jg;gLk;.

,Uikf;fhd milahsk; xUikr; nrhy;ypd; ,Wjpapy;  NrHe;J tUk;. 

c-k;:  

       (,U trdq;fs;)         

        (,U fhJfs;)            

    (,U ez;gHfs;)       

 ,Uikapy; fPo; tUk; tbtj;jpy; ,lk;ngWk;. 

 

 

 %d;W tiffshFk;  

 

 

 

 

 dual 

 

 

 

 

 

mwG nkhopapy; ngaHr; nrhw;fs; vz; mbg;gilapy; xUik > ,Uik

> gd;ik  vd tifg;gLj;jg;gLk;.

,Uikf;fhd milahsk; xUikr; nrhy;ypd; ,Wjpapy;  NrHe;J tUk;. 

c-k;:  

       (,U trdq;fs;)         

        (,U fhJfs;)            

    (,U ez;gHfs;)       

 ,Uikapy; fPo; tUk; tbtj;jpy; ,lk;ngWk;. 

 

 

 %d;W tiffshFk;  

 

 

 

 

 and plural 

 

 

 

 

 

mwG nkhopapy; ngaHr; nrhw;fs; vz; mbg;gilapy; xUik > ,Uik

> gd;ik  vd tifg;gLj;jg;gLk;.

,Uikf;fhd milahsk; xUikr; nrhy;ypd; ,Wjpapy;  NrHe;J tUk;. 

c-k;:  

       (,U trdq;fs;)         

        (,U fhJfs;)            

    (,U ez;gHfs;)       

 ,Uikapy; fPo; tUk; tbtj;jpy; ,lk;ngWk;. 

 

 

 %d;W tiffshFk;  

 

 

 

 

 forms.

 Duality forms with the addition of  suffix 

 

 

 

 

 

mwG nkhopapy; ngaHr; nrhw;fs; vz; mbg;gilapy; xUik > ,Uik

> gd;ik  vd tifg;gLj;jg;gLk;.

,Uikf;fhd milahsk; xUikr; nrhy;ypd; ,Wjpapy;   NrHe;J tUk;. 

c-k;:  

       (,U trdq;fs;)         

        (,U fhJfs;)            

    (,U ez;gHfs;)       

 ,Uikapy; fPo; tUk; tbtj;jpy; ,lk;ngWk;. 

 

 

 %d;W tiffshFk;  

 

 

 

 

.
E.g :-

(two years)
(two ears)
(two friends)



 

 

 

 

 

mwG nkhopapy; ngaHr; nrhw;fs; vz; mbg;gilapy; xUik > ,Uik

> gd;ik  vd tifg;gLj;jg;gLk;.

,Uikf;fhd milahsk; xUikr; nrhy;ypd; ,Wjpapy;  NrHe;J tUk;. 

c-k;:  

       (,U trdq;fs;)         

        (,U fhJfs;)            

    (,U ez;gHfs;)       

  ,Uikapy; fPo; tUk; tbtj;jpy; ,lk;ngWk;. 

 

 

 %d;W tiffshFk;  

 

 

 

 

 dual will appear in the following forms:
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mwG nkhopapy; ngaHr; nrhw;fs; vz; mbg;gilapy; xUik > ,Uik

> gd;ik  vd tifg;gLj;jg;gLk;.

,Uikf;fhd milahsk; xUikr; nrhy;ypd; ,Wjpapy;  NrHe;J tUk;. 

c-k;:  

       (,U trdq;fs;)         

        (,U fhJfs;)            

    (,U ez;gHfs;)       

 ,Uikapy; fPo; tUk; tbtj;jpy; ,lk;ngWk;. 

 

 

  %d;W tiffshFk;  

 

 

 

 

 There are 3 types of plural

 The first type of plural is rational masculine they are  letters, one of these
letters will be at the end of a word.

 The rational plural of demonstrative pronoun are (these) and

(those) . But if it is irrational plural there will be no changes.

 The second type is Feminine Pronoun. At the end of the Feminine Plural alif and
ta 
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Find the plural forms in the following sentences.

Exercise - - - - -

 gapw;rp
gpd;

 

 

 

 

 

 ,ilr; nrhw;fspy; xU tif 

ngaHr;nrhw;fSf;F Kd;dhy; ,lk;ngWk; NghJ  mr;nrhy;ypd; ,Wjp `ufj; 

 ngw;W tUk; 

 ,y; mlq;Fk; nrhw;fspy; rpy gp;tUkhW: 

kPJ

y

FupaJ

jpw;F

ypUe;J 
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 gapw;rp
gpd;

 

 

 

 

 

 ,ilr; nrhw;fspy; xU tif 

ngaHr;nrhw;fSf;F Kd;dhy; ,lk;ngWk; NghJ  mr;nrhy;ypd; ,Wjp `ufj; 

 ngw;W tUk; 

 ,y; mlq;Fk; nrhw;fspy; rpy gp;tUkhW: 

kPJ

y

FupaJ

jpw;F

ypUe;J 

 

 

 

 gapw;rp
gpd;

 

 

 

 

 

 ,ilr; nrhw;fspy; xU tif 

ngaHr;nrhw;fSf;F Kd;dhy; ,lk;ngWk; NghJ  mr;nrhy;ypd; ,Wjp `ufj; 

 ngw;W tUk; 

 ,y; mlq;Fk; nrhw;fspy; rpy gp;tUkhW: 

kPJ

y

FupaJ

jpw;F

ypUe;J 

 

 

 

 gapw;rp
gpd;

 

 

 

 

 

 ,ilr; nrhw;fspy; xU tif 

ngaHr;nrhw;fSf;F Kd;dhy; ,lk;ngWk; NghJ  mr;nrhy;ypd; ,Wjp `ufj; 

 ngw;W tUk; 

 ,y; mlq;Fk; nrhw;fspy; rpy gp;tUkhW: 

 

kPJ

y

FupaJ

jpw;F

ypUe;J 

 

 

 

 gapw;rp
gpd;

 

 

 

 

 

 ,ilr; nrhw;fspy; xU tif 

ngaHr;nrhw;fSf;F Kd;dhy; ,lk;ngWk; NghJ  mr;nrhy;ypd; ,Wjp `ufj; 

 ngw;W tUk; 

 ,y; mlq;Fk; nrhw;fspy; rpy gp;tUkhW: 

        kPJ

y

FupaJ

jpw;F

ypUe;J 

 

 

 

 gapw;rp
gpd;

 

 

 

 

 

 ,ilr; nrhw;fspy; xU tif 

ngaHr;nrhw;fSf;F Kd;dhy; ,lk;ngWk; NghJ  mr;nrhy;ypd; ,Wjp `ufj; 

 ngw;W tUk; 

 ,y; mlq;Fk; nrhw;fspy; rpy gp;tUkhW: 

kPJ

        y

FupaJ

jpw;F

ypUe;J 

 

 

 

 gapw;rp
gpd;

 

 

 

 

 

 ,ilr; nrhw;fspy; xU tif 

ngaHr;nrhw;fSf;F Kd;dhy; ,lk;ngWk; NghJ  mr;nrhy;ypd; ,Wjp `ufj; 

 ngw;W tUk; 

 ,y; mlq;Fk; nrhw;fspy; rpy gp;tUkhW: 

kPJ

y

 FupaJ

jpw;F

ypUe;J 

 

 

 

 gapw;rp
gpd;

 

 

 

 

 

 ,ilr; nrhw;fspy; xU tif 

ngaHr;nrhw;fSf;F Kd;dhy; ,lk;ngWk; NghJ  mr;nrhy;ypd; ,Wjp `ufj; 

 ngw;W tUk; 

 ,y; mlq;Fk; nrhw;fspy; rpy gp;tUkhW: 

kPJ

y

FupaJ

 jpw;F

ypUe;J 

 

 

 

 gapw;rp
gpd;

 

 

 

 

 

 ,ilr; nrhw;fspy; xU tif 

ngaHr;nrhw;fSf;F Kd;dhy; ,lk;ngWk; NghJ  mr;nrhy;ypd; ,Wjp `ufj; 

 ngw;W tUk; 

 ,y; mlq;Fk; nrhw;fspy; rpy gp;tUkhW: 

kPJ

y

FupaJ

jpw;F

ypUe;J 

 

 

 



 gapw;rp
gpd;

 

 

 

 

 

 ,ilr; nrhw;fspy; xU tif 

ngaHr;nrhw;fSf;F Kd;dhy; ,lk;ngWk; NghJ  mr;nrhy;ypd; ,Wjp `ufj; 

 ngw;W tUk; 

 ,y; mlq;Fk; nrhw;fspy; rpy gp;tUkhW: 

kPJ

y

FupaJ

jpw;F

ypUe;J 

 

 

 

Genitive preposition is a kind of preposition.
 When a Genitive Preposition appears in front of a noun the end sign will be as

follows
 It includes the following words

Genitive prepositions

Example :

The cup is on the table.

The money is in the shirt pocket.

All praise be to Allah.

Truth leads to paradise

The Principal went out from the office.
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 gapw;rp
gpd;

 

 

 

 

 

 ,ilr; nrhw;fspy; xU tif 

ngaHr;nrhw;fSf;F Kd;dhy; ,lk;ngWk; NghJ  mr;nrhy;ypd; ,Wjp `ufj; 

 ngw;W tUk; 

 ,y; mlq;Fk; nrhw;fspy; rpy gp;tUkhW: 

kPJ

y

FupaJ

jpw;F

ypUe;J 

 

 

 

Inna and its sisters

 This is also a type of genitive pronoun.

  following are kind of inna and its sisters.

 When the subject consist and predicator 

  Inna means "really, surely, definitely or indeed".
  anna means "that".
  laakinna means "but" (not sure)
  ka anna means "like"
  laithaa means perhaps could be an expectation.
  laala means "possibility of expectation".

Example :

(1) Surely Allah is beautiful.

(2) I heard that your father is travelling.

(3) Hameed is brave but his friend is a coward.

(4) The face is shining as if moon.

(5) Perhaps it might rain in the evening.

(6) Student must pass in the exam.
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Exercise -----

In the following sentences write the Inna and Its sisters  
and their signs.
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Kana and its Sisters

  Kana and its sisters appear in the subject and predicate

 Subject will be pronounced with  and predicate will be pronounced with

 are  following are
kana and its sisters.
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 Adverb is a word which changes the meaning of a verb 

 

xU nraypd; jd;ikiaAk; mjd; tpgupg;gjw;fhfg; gad;gLj;jg;gLk; 

ngaHr;nrhy;   vdg;gLk;. 

,J  ,lg;gl;L thrpf;fg;gLk; 

  Riykhd; rpupj;Jf;nfhz;L te;jhH   

eha; tpiuthf XbaJ               

      je;ij mikjpahf cl;fhHe;jpUe;jhH 

 vjpup Njhy;tpNahL jpUk;gpdhd;        

Nehahsp Jauj;NjhL J}q;fpdhd;      

tpidiaf; Fwpf;Fk; nrhw;fs;  vdg;gLk;

 jd;tPid Vw;fhJ

fhyj;jpd; mbg;gilapy; ,we;jfhy tpid  vdTk;> 

epfo;fhy tpid  vdTk; miof;fg;gLk;

Vty;  vd miof;fg;gLk;.

 It will be pronounced with  

 

xU nraypd; jd;ikiaAk; mjd; tpgupg;gjw;fhfg; gad;gLj;jg;gLk; 

ngaHr;nrhy;  vdg;gLk;. 

,J  ,lg;gl;L thrpf;fg;gLk; 

  Riykhd; rpupj;Jf;nfhz;L te;jhH   

eha; tpiuthf XbaJ               

      je;ij mikjpahf cl;fhHe;jpUe;jhH 

 vjpup Njhy;tpNahL jpUk;gpdhd;        

Nehahsp Jauj;NjhL J}q;fpdhd;      

tpidiaf; Fwpf;Fk; nrhw;fs;  vdg;gLk;

 jd;tPid Vw;fhJ

fhyj;jpd; mbg;gilapy; ,we;jfhy tpid  vdTk;> 

epfo;fhy tpid  vdTk; miof;fg;gLk;

Vty;  vd miof;fg;gLk;.

 Example :

(1) Sulaiman came laughing.

(2) The dog ran fast.

(3) The father sat  quietly.

(4) The enemy returned defeated.

(5) The patient slept sadly.

 

xU nraypd; jd;ikiaAk; mjd; tpgupg;gjw;fhfg; gad;gLj;jg;gLk; 

ngaHr;nrhy;  vdg;gLk;. 

,J  ,lg;gl;L thrpf;fg;gLk; 

  Riykhd; rpupj;Jf;nfhz;L te;jhH   

eha; tpiuthf XbaJ               

      je;ij mikjpahf cl;fhHe;jpUe;jhH 

 vjpup Njhy;tpNahL jpUk;gpdhd;        

Nehahsp Jauj;NjhL J}q;fpdhd;      

tpidiaf; Fwpf;Fk; nrhw;fs;  vdg;gLk;

 jd;tPid Vw;fhJ

fhyj;jpd; mbg;gilapy; ,we;jfhy tpid  vdTk;> 

epfo;fhy tpid  vdTk; miof;fg;gLk;

Vty;  vd miof;fg;gLk;.

(Adverb)
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xU nraypd; jd;ikiaAk; mjd; tpgupg;gjw;fhfg; gad;gLj;jg;gLk; 

ngaHr;nrhy;  vdg;gLk;. 

,J  ,lg;gl;L thrpf;fg;gLk; 

  Riykhd; rpupj;Jf;nfhz;L te;jhH   

eha; tpiuthf XbaJ               

      je;ij mikjpahf cl;fhHe;jpUe;jhH 

 vjpup Njhy;tpNahL jpUk;gpdhd;        

Nehahsp Jauj;NjhL J}q;fpdhd;      

 

tpidiaf; Fwpf;Fk; nrhw;fs;  vdg;gLk;

 jd;tPid Vw;fhJ

fhyj;jpd; mbg;gilapy; ,we;jfhy tpid  vdTk;> 

epfo;fhy tpid  vdTk; miof;fg;gLk;

Vty;  vd miof;fg;gLk;.

Verb

 

xU nraypd; jd;ikiaAk; mjd; tpgupg;gjw;fhfg; gad;gLj;jg;gLk; 

ngaHr;nrhy;  vdg;gLk;. 

,J  ,lg;gl;L thrpf;fg;gLk; 

  Riykhd; rpupj;Jf;nfhz;L te;jhH   

eha; tpiuthf XbaJ               

      je;ij mikjpahf cl;fhHe;jpUe;jhH 

 vjpup Njhy;tpNahL jpUk;gpdhd;        

Nehahsp Jauj;NjhL J}q;fpdhd;      

tpidiaf; Fwpf;Fk; nrhw;fs;  vdg;gLk;

 jd;tPid Vw;fhJ

fhyj;jpd; mbg;gilapy; ,we;jfhy tpid  vdTk;> 

epfo;fhy tpid  vdTk; miof;fg;gLk;

Vty;  vd miof;fg;gLk;.

 Verb is a doing word which express an action 

 

xU nraypd; jd;ikiaAk; mjd; tpgupg;gjw;fhfg; gad;gLj;jg;gLk; 

ngaHr;nrhy;  vdg;gLk;. 

,J  ,lg;gl;L thrpf;fg;gLk; 

  Riykhd; rpupj;Jf;nfhz;L te;jhH   

eha; tpiuthf XbaJ               

      je;ij mikjpahf cl;fhHe;jpUe;jhH 

 vjpup Njhy;tpNahL jpUk;gpdhd;        

Nehahsp Jauj;NjhL J}q;fpdhd;      

tpidiaf; Fwpf;Fk; nrhw;fs;   vdg;gLk;

 jd;tPid Vw;fhJ

fhyj;jpd; mbg;gilapy; ,we;jfhy tpid  vdTk;> 

epfo;fhy tpid  vdTk; miof;fg;gLk;

Vty;  vd miof;fg;gLk;.



 

xU nraypd; jd;ikiaAk; mjd; tpgupg;gjw;fhfg; gad;gLj;jg;gLk; 

ngaHr;nrhy;  vdg;gLk;. 

,J  ,lg;gl;L thrpf;fg;gLk; 

  Riykhd; rpupj;Jf;nfhz;L te;jhH   

eha; tpiuthf XbaJ               

      je;ij mikjpahf cl;fhHe;jpUe;jhH 

 vjpup Njhy;tpNahL jpUk;gpdhd;        

Nehahsp Jauj;NjhL J}q;fpdhd;      

tpidiaf; Fwpf;Fk; nrhw;fs;   vdg;gLk;

 jd;tPid Vw;fhJ

fhyj;jpd; mbg;gilapy; ,we;jfhy tpid  vdTk;> 

epfo;fhy tpid  vdTk; miof;fg;gLk;

Vty;  vd miof;fg;gLk;.

 verb doesn’t accept tanween.

 Verb 

 

xU nraypd; jd;ikiaAk; mjd; tpgupg;gjw;fhfg; gad;gLj;jg;gLk; 

ngaHr;nrhy;  vdg;gLk;. 

,J  ,lg;gl;L thrpf;fg;gLk; 

  Riykhd; rpupj;Jf;nfhz;L te;jhH   

eha; tpiuthf XbaJ               

      je;ij mikjpahf cl;fhHe;jpUe;jhH 

 vjpup Njhy;tpNahL jpUk;gpdhd;        

Nehahsp Jauj;NjhL J}q;fpdhd;      

tpidiaf; Fwpf;Fk; nrhw;fs;   vdg;gLk;

 jd;tPid Vw;fhJ

fhyj;jpd; mbg;gilapy; ,we;jfhy tpid  vdTk;> 

epfo;fhy tpid  vdTk; miof;fg;gLk;

Vty;  vd miof;fg;gLk;.

 can be in two types past and present tense 

 

xU nraypd; jd;ikiaAk; mjd; tpgupg;gjw;fhfg; gad;gLj;jg;gLk; 

ngaHr;nrhy;  vdg;gLk;. 

,J  ,lg;gl;L thrpf;fg;gLk; 

  Riykhd; rpupj;Jf;nfhz;L te;jhH   

eha; tpiuthf XbaJ               

      je;ij mikjpahf cl;fhHe;jpUe;jhH 

 vjpup Njhy;tpNahL jpUk;gpdhd;        

Nehahsp Jauj;NjhL J}q;fpdhd;      

tpidiaf; Fwpf;Fk; nrhw;fs;  vdg;gLk;

 jd;tPid Vw;fhJ

fhyj;jpd; mbg;gilapy; ,we;jfhy tpid   vdTk;> 

epfo;fhy tpid  vdTk; miof;fg;gLk;

Vty;  vd miof;fg;gLk;.

 

 

xU nraypd; jd;ikiaAk; mjd; tpgupg;gjw;fhfg; gad;gLj;jg;gLk; 

ngaHr;nrhy;  vdg;gLk;. 

,J  ,lg;gl;L thrpf;fg;gLk; 

  Riykhd; rpupj;Jf;nfhz;L te;jhH   

eha; tpiuthf XbaJ               

      je;ij mikjpahf cl;fhHe;jpUe;jhH 

 vjpup Njhy;tpNahL jpUk;gpdhd;        

Nehahsp Jauj;NjhL J}q;fpdhd;      

tpidiaf; Fwpf;Fk; nrhw;fs;  vdg;gLk;

 jd;tPid Vw;fhJ

fhyj;jpd; mbg;gilapy; ,we;jfhy tpid  vdTk;> 

epfo;fhy tpid  vdTk; miof;fg;gLk;

Vty;  vd miof;fg;gLk;.



 

xU nraypd; jd;ikiaAk; mjd; tpgupg;gjw;fhfg; gad;gLj;jg;gLk; 

ngaHr;nrhy;  vdg;gLk;. 

,J  ,lg;gl;L thrpf;fg;gLk; 

  Riykhd; rpupj;Jf;nfhz;L te;jhH   

eha; tpiuthf XbaJ               

      je;ij mikjpahf cl;fhHe;jpUe;jhH 

 vjpup Njhy;tpNahL jpUk;gpdhd;        

Nehahsp Jauj;NjhL J}q;fpdhd;      

tpidiaf; Fwpf;Fk; nrhw;fs;  vdg;gLk;

 jd;tPid Vw;fhJ

fhyj;jpd; mbg;gilapy; ,we;jfhy tpid  vdTk;> 

epfo;fhy tpid  vdTk; miof;fg;gLk;

Vty;  vd miof;fg;gLk;.  there are command verb.
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muGnkhop trdf; fl;likg;gpy;  Kd;djhfTk; 

mLj;J  ,lk;ngWtJk; rpwg;ghdjhFk;. 

 vg;NghJk;  epiyia Vw;WtUk;. 

,e;j trdf; fl;likg;G xOq;fpy;  ,d; ghy; 

epiyf;F Vw;g  ,lk;ngwy; Ntz;Lk;. 

 ,l NtWghL> vz; NtWghLfSf;fika gy;NtW 

khw;wq;FSf;Fl;gLk;. (ml;ltiziag; ghHf;f) 

muGnkhop trdf; fl;likg;gpy;  Kd;djhfTk; 

mLj;J  ,lk;ngWtJk; rpwg;ghdjhFk;. 

 vg;NghJk;  epiyia Vw;WtUk;. 

,e;j trdf; fl;likg;G xOq;fpy;  ,d; ghy; 

epiyf;F Vw;g  ,lk;ngwy; Ntz;Lk;. 

 ,l NtWghL> vz; NtWghLfSf;fika gy;NtW 

khw;wq;FSf;Fl;gLk;. (ml;ltiziag; ghHf;f) 

Gender/ Place
Number
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Verb and Subject

 In Arabic sentence verb muGnkhop trdf; fl;likg;gpy;   Kd;djhfTk; 

mLj;J  ,lk;ngWtJk; rpwg;ghdjhFk;. 

 vg;NghJk;  epiyia Vw;WtUk;. 

,e;j trdf; fl;likg;G xOq;fpy;  ,d; ghy; 

epiyf;F Vw;g  ,lk;ngwy; Ntz;Lk;. 

 ,l NtWghL> vz; NtWghLfSf;fika gy;NtW 

khw;wq;FSf;Fl;gLk;. (ml;ltiziag; ghHf;f) 

 comes first and the subject follows

verb 
muGnkhop trdf; fl;likg;gpy;  Kd;djhfTk; 

mLj;J   ,lk;ngWtJk; rpwg;ghdjhFk;. 

 vg;NghJk;  epiyia Vw;WtUk;. 

,e;j trdf; fl;likg;G xOq;fpy;  ,d; ghy; 

epiyf;F Vw;g  ,lk;ngwy; Ntz;Lk;. 

 ,l NtWghL> vz; NtWghLfSf;fika gy;NtW 

khw;wq;FSf;Fl;gLk;. (ml;ltiziag; ghHf;f) 

.



muGnkhop trdf; fl;likg;gpy;  Kd;djhfTk; 

mLj;J  ,lk;ngWtJk; rpwg;ghdjhFk;. 

  vg;NghJk;  epiyia Vw;WtUk;. 

,e;j trdf; fl;likg;G xOq;fpy;  ,d; ghy; 

epiyf;F Vw;g  ,lk;ngwy; Ntz;Lk;. 

 ,l NtWghL> vz; NtWghLfSf;fika gy;NtW 

khw;wq;FSf;Fl;gLk;. (ml;ltiziag; ghHf;f) 

 Always                          appears with this position.
 In this sentence method 

muGnkhop trdf; fl;likg;gpy;  Kd;djhfTk; 

mLj;J   ,lk;ngWtJk; rpwg;ghdjhFk;. 

 vg;NghJk;  epiyia Vw;WtUk;. 

,e;j trdf; fl;likg;G xOq;fpy;  ,d; ghy; 

epiyf;F Vw;g  ,lk;ngwy; Ntz;Lk;. 

 ,l NtWghL> vz; NtWghLfSf;fika gy;NtW 

khw;wq;FSf;Fl;gLk;. (ml;ltiziag; ghHf;f) 

 accordingly to the situation muGnkhop trdf; fl;likg;gpy;   Kd;djhfTk; 

mLj;J  ,lk;ngWtJk; rpwg;ghdjhFk;. 

 vg;NghJk;  epiyia Vw;WtUk;. 

,e;j trdf; fl;likg;G xOq;fpy;  ,d; ghy; 

epiyf;F Vw;g  ,lk;ngwy; Ntz;Lk;. 

 ,l NtWghL> vz; NtWghLfSf;fika gy;NtW 

khw;wq;FSf;Fl;gLk;. (ml;ltiziag; ghHf;f) 

will take place.
muGnkhop trdf; fl;likg;gpy;   Kd;djhfTk; 

mLj;J  ,lk;ngWtJk; rpwg;ghdjhFk;. 

 vg;NghJk;  epiyia Vw;WtUk;. 

,e;j trdf; fl;likg;G xOq;fpy;  ,d; ghy; 

epiyf;F Vw;g  ,lk;ngwy; Ntz;Lk;. 

 ,l NtWghL> vz; NtWghLfSf;fika gy;NtW 

khw;wq;FSf;Fl;gLk;. (ml;ltiziag; ghHf;f) 

Verb differs in the places and numbers. ( see the chart below)

muGnkhop trdf; fl;likg;gpy;  Kd;djhfTk; 

mLj;J  ,lk;ngWtJk; rpwg;ghdjhFk;. 

 vg;NghJk;   epiyia Vw;WtUk;. 

,e;j trdf; fl;likg;G xOq;fpy;  ,d; ghy; 

epiyf;F Vw;g  ,lk;ngwy; Ntz;Lk;. 

 ,l NtWghL> vz; NtWghLfSf;fika gy;NtW 

khw;wq;FSf;Fl;gLk;. (ml;ltiziag; ghHf;f) 

‘’

3rd Person

2nd Person

1st Person
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 Object in a sentence as the entity that is acted upon by the subject "
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 The object will have the 
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 When the object is indefinite the end of the sentence alif

should be joined.
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 Object will come with the signs of  feminine  
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 and have to read with

Tanween  
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 If 
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 takes place as noun dual the sentence will end with 
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.

 If the object 
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 comes dual, at the end of the sentence 

 

nrag;gL nghUs;) 

 

 

 

 

 

   are joined.

 If the object comes masculine plural, at the end of the sentence ya and nun should

be joined.

 If the object 

 

nrag;gL nghUs;) 

 

 

  

 

 

 

is feminine plural,    and         it should be joined with alif

and the ta which comes at the end should be read with -
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01. Make sentences using the words given below as objects.

02. Fill in the blanks with the suitable words given in the brackets.
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Ahkamut Tajweed
(Rules of Recitation of Al-Quran)))))
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The Etiquette of Reciting

The etiquette to be followed while reciting and listening to the Quran:

(1) To be in the direction of Qibla while reciting the Quran.

(2) Brushing the teeth and maintaining cleanliness of mouth as a part of cleanliness

in order to honour the Quran

(3) To be clean from all types of impurities.

(4) Body, cloth and place - all of them should be clean.

(5) Al Quran must be recited with piety and contemplation

(6) Reciter of al Quran should bear in mind what he recites. It should impact upon

him/her. He should protect his mind from other deviations or not to leave room

for self-motives.

(7) Should make effort to recite Al-Quran in a melodious voice in an appropriate

manner.

(8) When reciting Al-Quran should not involve in laughing, playing and should not

pay attention on unwanted things.

Should commence recitation of Al Quran with Auzu and Bismil

According to the law of Shafi‘i school of thought surah al Fatiha consists of
seven verses along with Bismillah.... it should be recited in the prayer in the similar
manner as well.

Moreover is it mandatory to recite A’uzu or is it permissible to recite it?  There
are differences of opinion in this regard.
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“A‘uzubillahi minasshaitan nirrajim” is an ordinary sentence. But, its meaning

gives the connotation of a prayer which means “I seek refuge in Allah from Satan the

expelled”. It’s better to recite it.

It is preferred to recite “A‘uzubillahi minasshaitan nirrajim” publicly in two

occasions.

(1) When Al Quran is recited loudly and while listening to it.

(2) When a Qari starts his recitation of Al Quran in a forum in an appropriate
manner.

Occasions in which A‘uzu to be recited silently:

(1) When a person recites Al-Quran alone silently.

(2) When a reader recites Al Quran loudly but others weren’t listening to him.

(3) When one is as an Imam, Mamum, or prays alone in a prayer.

(4) When a person recites Al-Quran in a Public programme and fails to recite
Auzu, then those who are in the gathering can recite Auzu silently.
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Emergence of Tajweed and the Science of Qirat

The Science of Qirat emerged when science of Hadith appeared in a book form. The

difference of opinion prevails in identifying the pioneer who established the science of

Qirat. He may be either Ali Khalil Ibnu Ahmad Al Farahidi, Abul Aswad Adduwali, or

Abu Ubaid Al Qasim Ibnu Salam, though reliable scholars expressed their opinion that

Imam Abu Ubaid Al Qasim Ibnu Salam introduced the Science of Qirat.

There was a fundamental reason behind the emergence of this science. With the

appearance of Islamic Caliphate in the world, many Muslims were not aware of Arabic

Language. Therefore a native language mixed with Arabic language was spoken. When

a mixed language appeared in Arabic, those who uttered Arabic words and recited al

Quran were not in a position to use pure Arabic properly. Keeping this new circumstance

in mind, the governors of the Caliphate were afraid of reading Al Quran improperly by

the people. They made efforts to protect the sacredness of Al-Quran. Those days

Al-Quran did not carry dots or harakat. The science of Qirat has arisen due to this

reason.

Detailed instruction of Science of Qirat was created by Abu Umar Hafz Ibn

Umar al Duhliyyi who passed away in Hijri 846.

Al-Quran can be recited in three ways as follows:

(1) Tarteel (2) Tadweer (3) Hadr

(1)  Tarteel:

It is known as the state of  recitation of  Al-Quran with Tajweed rules

concentrating on the meaning and reciting willingly and silently.
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(2)  Tadweer:

The state of reciting at a medium pace, neither too quick nor too slow, it should

be in compliance with Tajweed rules. This method is known as  Tadweer.

(3)  Hadr:

The state of reciting quickly observing the established rules of Tajweed is known

as Hadr.

While reciting al Quran following points should be considered:

(i) Allah taught us reciting al-Quran in seven different methods and has allowed
all of them. However, when we recite al Quran we should recite according
to the Qirat method of  ''Hafz".

(ii) When reciting the Quran we should read with firm intention and piety.

(iii) Allah said to his Prophet Muhammad (Sal), recite with desire and pure
intention. While reciting al Quran the meaning of the verses should impress
in the hearts. Therefore we should recite in the same manner as Prophet
(Sal) recited it.

It is imperative to get a training to recite Al Quran eloquently by knowing its real

form, the way of pronouncing the letters correctly and learning to recite according to the

Tajweed rules.

It has been unanimously accepted that without getting the above training by

only learning Tajweed, merely to recite will not gain the ability to recite efficiently.

As we recite Al-Quran we should also listen to the recitation of others. Even

Prophet (Sal) requested Ibnu Masud (Rali) to recite Al-Quran for him. The companion

asked “Is it necessary to recite Al-Quran while it is being revealed to you?”. Prophet

(Sal) replied, “I like to listen to others reciting Al-Quran”. This incident shows that

listening to the recitation of Al-Quran is an act of Sunnah.
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There are many benefits in listening to the recitation of others, it facilitates the

listener to understand, ponder and do research on Quran.

Generally those who recite al Quran, mostly concentrate on recitation and

following the rules of Tajweed, they very rarely get an opportunity to do research on

what they recited. Especially in congregational prayers, there is more possibility for a

Mamum to get more benefit from the Qirat of Imam.

As it is, to learn to recite Qirat properly, one should follow the following

companions Abdulla Ibn Masud, Sameem, Mahad, Ubai Ibn Kahf. Prophet (Sal)

instructed his companions then that these rules of reciting the Qirat should be learnt

from the above mentioned companions. This view is cited in the books of Hadith scholars.

Remarks on the Arabic terminology “Tajweed”

The Arabic term “Tajweed” means beautification. Further Tajweed means reciting

al-Quran with the correct pronunciation, dragging, pausing, and following the rules related

to the art of recitation of al Quran eloquently.

The main objective  :

While reciting al Quran, it should be recited correctly without making any

mistakes, should be understood, and its guidance should be accepted to be successful

in this world and the hereafter.
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Though learning about this science of Qirat is Farlu Kifaya but reciting Quran
methodically in accordance with Tajweed has been considered as Farlu Ain. This is the
unanimous decision of Jurists. Farl Kifaya means if someone performed the duty, other
members in the community will be exempted from the obligation. Farl Ayn means every
Muslim must perform it. Hence recitation of al Quran according to the rules of Tajweed
is mandatory.

Virtue of Tajweed

This science of Tajweed is a great science because it is a science related to the
Quran. If we learn this science we can recite al-Quran beautifully in its natural form.

Moreover the reader will gain many merits and make the life perfect.

Tanween

Tanween is a noon which is not in a shape of a letter, but it can be pronounced
as noon. When reciting this noon with another word it should be read with Tanween.

An example for the noon which is in the form of pronunciation ,

“kitabin, kitabun, kitaban” when it is paused and recited, then that noon should be read

without tanween. Recite them as (kitaba-kitab) .

Important factors to be learnt in the science of Tajweed:

There are four important matters to be learnt.

(1) To know the shape of the letters and the place where they originate.

(2) To learn the way of pronouncing those letters.

(3) To understand the rules to be followed when these letters are jointly
pronounced.

(4) By frequently practicing these letters to make them familiar to the tongue.

Among the important rules in this science are the rules of Noon Sakin and
Tanween.
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Rules of Noon Sakin and Tanween

There are four rules related to noon sakin and tanween. They are as follows :-

(1) Izhar- pronouncing out the Arabic letters.

Ilhar means to pronounce the letters without ghunnah, if they appear after
noon saakin or tanween.

There are six letters. They are:

Letters of Izhar are known as the letters which originate from the throat.

These Ilhar letters will come in one word or in between two words.

After noon sakin letter of Izhar comes in one word. For example:

In between two words, For example:
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There are a lot of words resembling the above those appear in several places of
Quran. Find them out, recite and practice them. The above mentioned Ilhar letters
which follow noon sakin must be pronounced without dragging them.

Moreover if these letters come after Tanween, they should be pronounced in
the same way.

(2) Idgham : Incorporating

Idghaam means to incorporate noon sakin or tanween into the letters of
idgham and pronounce them like letters with shaddah.

There are six letters those come under this topic:

Of these six letters if  RA and LAM                 come together with a word they
should be pronounced only with another letter. Those letters cannot be
dragged or concealed in reciting.

Example :

Of these 6 letters, other 4 letters are:
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If these letters come following noon sakin or tanween the word should be
pronounced concealed and dragged.

There are two rules for them.

(1) recite fully dragged

(2) recite slightly dragged.

 (  ) When the two letters meem and noon come after tanween or noon
sakin it should be pronounced with complete ghunnah by fully dragging
them.

 When the two letters                   ya, waw come after tanween or noon sakin
they should be pronounced dragging with slight ghunnah.

Here                        al Ghunnah means reciting melodically dragging it. This
should be dragged with the voice of mouth and nose.

When Noon and meem come in a word together they should be fully
dragged in reciting. For example :

 When (  ) ya, waw come in a word together they should be dragged
and lengthened

 When dragged and pronounced with Idghaam it will come with two words
not with a single word.
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So, when Noon sakin comes in a single word it cannot be dragged
while reciting. This is generally made Izhar and Izhar means pronouncing
out this letter.

It has come like this only in four places in al-Quran

(3) Iqlab : Converting

 If BA comes after noon sakin or tanween then the letter BA
should be converted to Meem and Idgham should be done and recite
it by dragging it and that is called Iqlab.

(4) Ikhfa : Concealing

Ikhfa literally means concealing. If after noon saakin or tanween any
of the 15 letters appear the noon saakin or tanween must be
pronounced lightly through the nostrils. It is a state between Ilhar and
Idgham. It is the state between Idgham which means reciting by
dragging it joining two letters and ilhar which means pronouncing out
the letters

There are 15 letters of Ikhfaa. They are:

That is in a word or two words after noon sakin or tanween come one of the
above said 15 letters recite the letter, a part together with another part and hiding
that letter while draggingly reciting them. This is called as Ikhfa al - Haqiqi. That
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means the correct way of pronouncing it is to hide and recite it. Examples for that:

6-CM20335
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Rules of Meem Sakin
There are three rules regarding meem sakin.  They are :-

(1) Idgham shafawi

(2) Ikhfa shafawi

(3) Izhar shafawi

(1) Idghaam shafawi - Doing idghaam (incorporating) with the two
lips.

If after meem sakin the letter meem (  ) appears with a harakat both
will be incorporated and recited with ghunnah. Example :

This is known as Idghaam shafawi. Here the letter is meem ( )

(2) Ikhfa shafawi : reciting by concealing with the two lips.

Here the letter  ‘‘BA” only is used.

If after meem sakin the letter Ba appears, the meem sakin is pronounced
as Ikhfaa with ghunnah. Example : This is known as Ikhfaa shafawee.
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(3) Izhar shafawi

If after meem sakin any letter of the 26 letters of Izhar Shafawi appears,
it is pronounced with Ilhar (without ghunnah) It is known as Ilhar
shafawi. The letters are :

Specifically other than BA and MEEM all other alphabets are letters
of Ilhar Shafawi. Specifically other than (  ) FA and  WAW the
other letters should be pronounced with emphasis and this will occur
only after noon sakin.
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Rules of Noon Mushaddadah

• Noon Mushaddadha should be recited dragging to two Harakat.
Harakat is the sign which is on Arabic letters. When Harakat appears
in a letter you should drag and pronounce. Harakat should be dragged
in the timing of a person opening and closing his fingers.

If two Harakat occur drag 2 counts and if it is three Harakat 3 counts
and 4 Harakat means 4 counts and if it is 5 Harakat it is 5 counts.

Example :

• In Meem mushaddadha should drag and pronounce with 2 Harakat
timing.

Example :-

likewise.
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 Al Madd  at Tabi ‘i (Madd Asli)  

Madd tabi ‘i means the basic madd. In a letter if  Hamza

sukoon does not occur and if there is a madd that is called Madd Tabi‘i. And

should be recited with two Harakat timing. This will appear only in letters such

as :  Alif,    Waw,  Ya

Example for “Alif” :

Example for “Waw” :

Example for “Ya” :

 Madd Wajib Muttasil    (Madd Musakkal)

In one of the letters of Madd waw, Alif, ya appears in one word, it should be
dragged and pronounced with 4 harakat, 5 harakat or 6 harakat.

Example :

Madd Jaiz Munfasil     (Maddul Muhabbab)

 If letters  of madd does not appear in one word but if the letter occurs
continuously this is known as madd Jaiz Munfasil. This also is known as separated
Madd. And this should be dragged and pronounced with 2 or 4 harakat.
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 Madd silatulkubra  

Recitation of attached pronoun Pronoun (Dameer)    HA (Dameer) with damma
as WAW and a pronoun with kasra as YA is mad silatul kubra. If a pronoun
with damma follows a Hamza qat‘iyya in between is known as a ‘madd’ with
larger connecting prolongation.

Examples:

 Here in the word    yuhaviruhu and       amruhu along with HA,
WAW should be recited prolongation.

 In the above mentioned examples HA along with YA to be recited as
larger prolongation. For example :-   

 Madd silathis Sughra  

(The lesser connecting prolongation)

If Hamza qat‘yyah does not appear in pronoun words, we have to recite dammah
of the pronoun as WAW and kasra of pronoun as YA it is known as Mad sila
this - su'ra.

Examples:
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Madd ‘Arid – lis sukoon ( 

It is called as mad arid sukun because sukun appears as an obstacle, When
pausing at the last letter with sukun, it should be pronounced by dragging and
stopping there. This madd is also known as Madd taba‘i.

Temporary prolongation occurs only at the end of Ayat (or when stop after a
word) that has a harf Madd in it.

The reciter can pronounce this “Mad” for two counts, whether they stop
or not. The reciter must stop the word to be recited in order to sound this mad
4 or 5 counts.

 Madd ul Iwad 

Compensated prolongation, occurs only at the end of a word that has two
tanween fatha. This should be recited with two harakaths (counts) with a pause.

In this verse when pausing at “mihada”  recite with drag of two counts with
a pause. In surahs, naba and Maryam there are many similar words.

 Maddul Leen 

          If a word comes with fatha following waw sakin or ya sakin should stop with
sukun. The last letter may be a Hamza or any other letters.

         When stopping with a sukun can drag and pause. It should be recited with a
count of two or four or six Harakats.
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If after a letter of madd ul- leen appears a and the letter of leen is preceded by
a fathah, then a madd is formed, which is known as Madd al-Leen.

Example :

 Qalqalah  : Echoing or Jerking

There are five letters in Qalqalah. They are :

Qalqalah means to ‘shake or move’. When the letters of qalqalah are pronounced
in the state of sakin or waqf (stop), a slight echoing sound results. It should not
be to the extent of a harakah being formed.

    There are two types of Qalqalah. They are subtle echo and strong echo

 First type is Qalqalah sughrah (subtle echo) occurs in the middle of a word
whether at the beginning, middle or end of and ayah. If a sukoon appears in one of
the letters amidst the five, it is called subtle echo.

Example : are following.

 Second type is qalqalah qubrah (Strong echo) occurs at the end of an ayat with a
sukoon. Based on sukoon we should either stop in between and recite with strong
echo.

Example:
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Some letters of qalqalah with a sukun should be paused and recited, others
appear with shadha and should be paused and recited.

Letters of qalqalah which appears with sukoon should be recited joining both
the lips without any delay. And letters of qalqalah with shadha should be dragged
for two harakat. There a three steps of qalqalah.

(1) Reciting kaaf with qalqalah strongly example :

(2) Reciting jeem with middle echo.

(3)  Recite with middle echo.

Rules related to the letter “RA” 
RA is pronounced strongly / (hard) in some occasions and softly in some other
occasions. Sometimes in both ways.
'RA' is stressed stongly in the following instances :
'RA' is stressed strongly, if 'RA' has fatha or dammah or sukun and preceded
by a letter with dammah or Fatha.
 If the “RA” has fathah.

Example :

 If the “RA” has dammah

Example :
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 If the ‘RA’ is saakin preceded by a fathah
Example :

 If the ‘RA’ is saakin preceded by a dammah
Example :

 If the ‘RA’ is saakin preceded by kasra
Example :

 In between two words If 'RA' with sukun follows a lwtter has kasra.
Example :

Example :

  “RA” is pronounced softly in the following instances.
If the “RA” has kasrah
Example :
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 If the ‘RA’ is saakin preceded by a kasrah in its origin and the letters of
Isti‘lah will not follow it. In these examples non of the Isti‘lah letters appear.

Example :

 If the ‘RA’ is Saakin  preceded by a letter with kasrah or sukun then ''RA"
is stressed softly.

Example :

Instances where ''RA" is stressed strongly and softly.

 If any of the following letters of Isti‘lah   appears and
preceded by a letter with kasra follows "RA" with a pause can be stressed
strongly and softly. In a word with "YA" it coulod be omitted and either
pronounced with "RA" sakin at pause or stress with "YA". Following are
the example for rwecitation of "RA" sakin after omission of "YA" with a
pause.

Example :

 Example for pronouncing with "YA"  :
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   Idgham and its kinds 

This common Idgham has two kinds : Kabeer (large) and Sagheer (small).

1. Al-Idgham, Al-Kabeer  occurs when a letter with harakat
precedes another letter such that they become one letter with a shaddah on
it. For example :

Idgham means the assimitation of the first letter into the second letter and
pronounce as a single letter with a shaddah.

Here in this word   the first noon  and the second noon with harakat

by keeping a shadha on the first noon to be pronounced as   Likewise
the second example.

2. Al-Idghaam, al-Sagheer   This refers to the letter
with a sukoon that joins with a letter with a harakath which joins to become
one letter. For example :-

 the first long 'TA" carries a noon in this word. The second "TA" 
with a kasra. Therefore pronounce it as a single letter with a shaddah. In
thse two kinds there are three divisions, they are as below :

There are three divisions. They are :-

I. Mutamathil    

II. Mutajanis  

III.  Mutaqarib  
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(A) Al Idgham asSaghir alMutamathil  

If the same harf letter, appears consecutively the first being sakin, and the
second mutaharrik, the resulting idghaam is known as Idghaam
Mutamathilain.

Example :

(B)

 Al Idgham alKabeer alMutamaathil  means
when two harakath letters appear in one or two words.

Example :  

In this example   consist first letter "KA"  with  fatha and second

"KA" with dammah. And this can be recited with Idghaam   or without
Idghaam . Like wise Idgham appears in two words with harakat in
example :  , this verse can be recited either

 The word     with kasrah on 'meem' and the second word  with
a fatha on 'meem' can be recited   as one word   . or
with a shadha on 'meem' as one letter   But it is better to recite as
we mentioned before with harakat.
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This is mentioned in the book “Nihayatul Qawlil Mufid”

(2) Al Mutajaanis 

If there are two different letters closer to each other in makhraj, appearing
together, the first being sakin and the second mutqharrik, the resulting
idghaam is known as idghaam mutaqaaribain.

Example :

(3) Al Mutaqarib 

If two letters have a closeness in the pronunciation and structure, then it is
called Mudakarib.

Example :  Here 'Lam' and 'Ra' are close letters.

Example :   - Here the 'Kaf' and 'Khaf'

have difference in structure.
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Reciting Ghunna as stressed and unstressed

Tafheem means to magnify or an emphatic pronounciation of a letter. In
tajweed it is the pronounciation of letter with a broad voice.

Tarqeeq means to pronounce the letter producing the sound softly.

The following are the letters of Isti’lah.

If there is a letter which does not belong to Isthihla, or tanween should be recited
concealing with slight ghunnah.

Example :

Noon   and meem   with shadha be recited dragging 2 counts.

* The 'noon' with shadha

* The 'meem' with shadha
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* There 3 rules for meem sakin

1. Ikhfa shafawi  

Ikhfa Shafawi : Should be concealed and pronounced by lips. It means if a

word ends with meem sakin which is followed by 'BA'. There the pronunciation

is concealed without closing both lips completely. It should be dragged to a

medium level. It should be considered here 'Meem' and 'Ba' both pronunce by

lips.

Example :

2. Izhar shafawi 

All letters followed by meem sakin to be recited clearly. It appears in a word.

Also it comes in two words. It has 26 letters. Out of them 8 letters appear in

two words and 18 letters appear in a word.

Number of letters appear in the first chapter of al Quran is forteen. There are

three parts. ‘Alif’ appears in the first part. That Alif should not be dragged.
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Second part is  This should be dragged two harakath and
recited.

Third part is   This should be dragged six harakath
and recital.

(There are 8 letters where meem with a sukun comes with two words. It is
given in page 53)

Refer the chart on page 53, 54.

(About the 18 letters that comes after meem with a sukun)

There are 8 letters which comes in a word after meem sakin.

After meem sakin except the above 8 letters other 18 letters meem sakin appears
joint with one or two words.

There are 14 Arabic Letters which appears in the beginning of the
chapters. They are.

There are 3 divisions

1. First division starts with (Alif) it should be recited without dragging.

7-CM20335
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 2.   These are the letters.  Those letters should be recited
two harakat stretched.

3.     These letters can be dragged and recited with
six harakats.

(1) There are 28 Arabic alphabets. Hamza is added to the Alphabet due to
rules of Tajweed . So 29 letters are in the rules of Tajweed .

Origin of Arabic letters:

* Letters which are recited from the depth of throat.       

* Letters which are from the recited center of the throat.    

* Letters which are recited or pronounced from the bottom of the throat. 

* Letters which are pronounced from the bottom of the tongue. 

* Letters which are pronounced from the middle of the tongue. 

* Letters which are pronounced from the tip of the bottom of the tongue. 

* Letters which are pronounced from the tip of the tongue   

* Letter which is pronounced at the inside edge of the lower lip with the edge of
the upper jaw. 

* Letters which are pronounced by the two lips. 

The letter  is pronounced from the edge of the bottom of the tongue
and left and right of the tongue and from the

These letters are pronounced  from the upper side of the tongue
from the gums on the upper back teeth.

 They are pronounced when the tip of the tongue touch the edge of the
upper front teeth .

 To understand the origins of Arabic letters it should be sukoon or shaddah.
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Add Alif before the letter and pronounced. After the recitation can recognize
the birth of the letters.

(2) There are few letters that can be pronounced but not in a written
form. They are :

 After  there is Alif

but these letters cannot be written. The Alif is neglected when it is written
but when it is pronounced it is imagined that there is Alif.

There are a few letters which consist two laam for joint nouns. There are
two laams.

example :

Here one laam should be left out when it is pronounced.

Also bring an Alif at the end of the letter without stretching longer,  this Alif
can be written as but pronounced as Alif.

There are many places in the Quran  where Alif  comes after , It is
written with the addition of Alif   as , . The Alif  written in  such a way is
not read but it is only written.
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(3)   Saktah means a pause for a moment.

  While reciting pause for a moment without releasing the breath and then
recite it by dragging to two harakats such as fathhu, Lammu and kasru.

Harakat means signs of the Arabic letters When you drag the signs of the
letter it can be recited two harakath long.

In order to know the places of saktah, (pausing for a short time) the letter
of ‘SEEN’  is written on top of saktah letter. It means that the reciter should
stop for a while at the point of saktah.

No one can follow the above rules as they wish. It can be recited in such
a manner only if the companions of Prophet or appears in the Quran and sunnah
or if trustworthy Qaris recitation was listened.

There are 4 places where it should be paused and recited according to the
Qirath of Imam hafz as stated above.

In a verb (masthar) pause on the Alif and recite.

example :

In a pronoun (masthar) pause on the Alif and recite.

example :

In a pronoun join with proper noun and recite.

example :
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Examples for reciting after pausing at laam sakin as :

Examples for reciting after pausing at meem sakin :

It is allowed to pause at  (ha) in a word while reciting . It can also be recited
without pausing. But it is better to pause and recite.

3. Signs and Explanation of pausing in the Quran.

  : If the end of a verse is indicated with this sign, it is compulsory to
pause.

 : If the end of a verse is indicated with this sign it could be paused, but

it is better to recite it together.

 : If the end of a verse is indicated with this sign, it could be paused or
recited together.

8-CM20335
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  : If this sign appears it is better to recite without a  pause.

   : If this signs appear it is not appropriate to pause sometimes. It may be
appropriate to pause and recite in some occasions. If it is paused then
it is better to join again with the preceding word and recite.

1. Examples for instances where pausing is not appropriate.

Look at the meaning before pausing appropriate

2.  Example for the places where pausing is appropriate.

In a verse if this sign appears twice, if it is paused in one place it should
not be paused at the other. It is not allowed to pause both places.
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example :

: If this sign appears it is allowed to recite pausing or without pausing.

 : Should pause in this place.

 : It is allowed to pause and recite when there is necessity to release the
breath.

3. Generally after noon tanween that comes with 'Fial'  a verb will stop

together with Alif  at the end. example : When stopping at    , it should be

paused as 

 should be paused . But when it is continued without pausing, Alif
should be left out and it should joined with the letter after that when reciting. It
should be dragged.

But, in al-Quran   it is written as 

In the similar manner,  should be recited joining and dragging it.

In the holy quran it written like this. 

If tanween comes in a word with a 'they'    it can be paused  and pronounced
as and recited like this.
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example :

when reciting this verse if you are going to pause at   it should be paused

as , if you want to pause at  it should be paused  as    to pause

at   it should be paused as  in the place  like  ha must do sukoon

and stop .

Hamzatul Wasl  

(1)  When the connecting hamzah, is an extra hamzah, then the hamzah at the beginning
is read but the middle one is dropped.

In Saudi Arabian Quran scripts you can find a small letter SAAD   above the letter
Alif to understand this.

Before delving into that, however, let’s try to understand why a hamzatul
wasl  exists. With only one exception, we should note that when reading in Arabic,
more specifically, the Quran, we cannot start with a sukoon, and we cannot end with a
diacritic (fat-ha, dammah, or kasra), Rather, we must start with a diacritic and end with
sukoon!

Hamzatul wasl  will not come together with a preposition.

example :

Despite this rule, some words still begin with a sukoon due to their placement in
a sentence or grammar definition. It is because of such words that the hamzatul wasl 
mostly exists in nouns. In example:
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Hamzatul Wasl  appears even in verbs. If you are beginning a verb with Hamzatul
Wasl , then you must pronounce it with either a Kasrah or Dammah. To know which
of the two you must sound is very easily done. The trick is to look at the third letter in
the verb. If the third letter has a Dammah, ypu must sound the Hamzatul Wasl  with
a Dammah, if the third letter has a Fat-Ha or a Kasrah, then you must sound the Hamzatul
Wasl  with a Kasra.

Three lettered commanding verbs. example :

Five lettered past tense verbs. example :

Five lettered commanding verbs. example :

Five lettered verbs with hamzatul wasl . example :

Six lettered Hamzatul Wasl  in past tense verbs, commanding verbs, examples
for them :

Six lettered past tense verbs. example :

Examples for verbs :

Examples for commanding verbs :
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Hamzatul Qat‘i   (Strong Hamza)

When reciting a word with hamza or recite together, it should be recited along with that
word without removing the Hamza. This hamza is called as the qat‘iyya or  firm hamza.

If this hamza begins with fatha that is ‘A’ 

If it is with damma that is ‘U’  

and if it is with kasra   it is written like this.

Generally most of the Hamzas appeared in nouns are firm Hamzas,but only a
few nouns are not firm, they are the Hamzathul wasl.

Three letter or four letter (masdar) root verbs hamzas are strong hamzas.

example :

Three letter past tense verbs beginning with hamzas are strong hamzas.

example :

Likewise past tense verbs with four letters are firm hamzas.

example :
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Moreover hamzas in commanding verbs are also strong :

example :

Places where Hamzatul Wasl - weak hamzas are removed and written.

1.   In between these two nouns if hamza comes or Epithet (sifath)
hamza comes that hamza must be removed and written.

Example : 

2. Hamzathul wasl is not written in a sentence where hamza of interagative is
used.

Example :

  in this sentence wasl hamza to be removed

   and  must be written   like this.

Though it should be a fatha in place of hamzatul wasl. It should be removed and

written.

Example :

  is   to be written  only like this.

  is  to be written  like this.
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3. Before or after the word   'Bismi' when you join the bismi together bring the

Alif in the bismi.

Example :   

But when the hamzatul Wasl comes as an answer to a question, then that

hamzatul wasl should not be removed.

Example :

Whose son is Ali? 

Ali’s son is Muhaamad.

Four elements are essential to recite AlQuran in an appropriate way.

They are tongue, intelligence, Iman and mind.

1. When reciting with tongue we can identify the origin of the letters to be
properly recited with proper pronounciation.

2. Intelligence help us to store the meaning of Quran in our memory.

3. The Iman encourages to implement the stored knowledge.

4. Mind helps to implement the knowledge in an organised manner.
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Methods of reciting at pauses at the last letters with Sukun

Method of recitation when last letter is paused with sukun.

- Specially word of harakat should be paused with sukun.

- This is the basic rule to be followed when pausing.

- But it can be paused as Rawm and Ishmam method of recitation. When a
Harakat is recited and if it is heard by those who are close by the reciter it
is called Rawm. It cannot be heard by those who are far away from the
reciter. Rule of Rawm only appears in kasra or lamma, which will be not
applied in fatha. In Rawm, when paused in between it cannot be stretched
as stretched live a sukun. It has to be recited continuously with a pause.

Rawm 

Rawm can be used to recite in 3 places.

1. There should not be letter of maddu in front of the last letter of the word.

Example :

 Recite softly    with Dammah to be heard softly by the person near you.

9-CM20335
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This is known as madd Tabaiyi. In the same manner, if the Alif with sukun
and the preceding letter would be made fatha. It is also called Madd Tabaiyi.

 Recite softly  with lamma to be heard by the person closer to you.

Recite softly with kasra for letter Raa.

Same rules applicable in other places for recitation.

3. If maddu taba‘yyi appears before the end letter of a word, it can be recited
in rawm method. The letters of mad WAW and YA remain with nun sakin
and the letter before them carries kasra.

Example :

In the above example the letter YAA before MEEM is a letter of maddu
tab‘iyyi. The reciter can slowly pause at the end of the word  with
kasra.

Here  the ''ya'' before noon is maddu tabi‘iyya, slowly pause with kasra. at
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here yaa is maddu tabihiya

here  pause with lamma.

here yaa is maddu tabihiya

here    pause with lamma.

here yaa is maddu tabihiya

here    pause with lamma.

Al Ishmam  

Ishmam means when there is pause in a sentence with sukun, without pause
recite with two lips as if there is Dammah.

Ishmam occurs only in the word that ends with Dammah.
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This rule can be followed only in 3 instances:

1. If there is no letter with a Maddu before the end of a word, that sentence
with that word can be made Ishmam when reciting.

Example :

2. It can be paused and recited when there is temporary sukoon.
Example :

3. If there is a letter of maddu before the last letter of a word (Muttasil). It can
be recited with Ishmam and pause, even if a Maddu comes in between.

Example :

In the above mentioned examples  before the last
letter of assufahah, assamau and qu‘ud here appear letters of mad WAW
and ALIF. These words also can be paused as per the rule of Ishmam.
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Damirul Kinaya
Demonstrative Pronoun

When a noun, verb or a preposition attached to a third person singular,that
attached pronoun HA is known as Alkinaya. This pronoun will not appear with third
person dual, plural and second person singular dual and plural.

This pronoun mostly appears with lamma. If YA sakin appears before the
pronoun, it will be pronounced with kasra.

Example:

In the above example   Imam Hafz recited the pronoun 
with dammah

The same method is followed  in the surath Al-Fath (48 :10)  But most
of the qurrah recite    as kasru.   In an example below pronouns
appear in noun,verb and preposition all in one verse.

There are four instances for 'HA' of al-kinnaya.

(1) Pronoun will appear between the middle of two words with harakat.
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Example :

In a pronoun if there is yaa which is letter of maddu and if it consists kasra
this can be recited and stretched to two harakath.

In the above verse 2:26 there is a pronoun HA where appears as a maddu.
This maddu should be dragged to two harakat. There is no maddu in the
pronoun before it. Therefore it need not be dragged in recitation. Following
that if there is a  pronoun with a dammah and HA of a maddu that should
be recited with prolongation of two maddu.

Example : 

If there is no hamza after yaa and waw

Three places are exempted from  the above rules.

The first place among them is as follows:
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In these two verses pronoun HA  appeared in the word ARJIH .
For the pronoun in both places HA  should be recited with sukoon.

In Surah AlNaml:28 the word faalqih  attached with pronoun HA, it
should be recited with sukun.

In Surah alZumar:7 the attached pronoun in   ‘yardahu’, have to
recite with dammah. It should be recited like a maddu by slightly dragging
the WAW. It follows if a pronoun appears in between two sukuns. It
should be recited by slightly dragging it but not a complete form of maddu.

Example :

  

alBaqara:185

In the above verse, before reciting the word alQuran  , the attached
pronoun in ( )  ‘fih’ should be dragged where a sukun appears. But
when reciting alquran  and fih  ( ) together sukun appears on the
attached pronoun in ‘Fih’ and ‘Lam’. Here two sukuns come together. It
should be slightly dragged in recitation, in order to avoid merging two
sukuns.

A similar rule to be applied in the verse below (almulk:1). The verse
commences
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In this verse when dragging the word biyadihi  here a sukun appears behind

'Ha' another sukun appears in lam of the word almulk .  Here too recite with a

short drag in order to avoid merging of two sukuns.

But in the chapter Furqan though two sukoons appeared in a verse, there

it should be recited long. Especially in this verse to disgrace the status of sinners and

warn them it should be recited with prolongation. This verse is as follows

alfurqan: 69

In the above verse YA in fih   should be recited with a complete

prolongation.

Kinds of Lam Sakin

(1) lam which appears in the specific nouns.

(2) lam which comes in the verbs.

(3) lam which comes in the pronouns.

(4) lam which comes in the commanding verbs.

When it is necessary only a lam should appear in nouns and pronouns. It is not
needed to bring at other instances.

Combining words of mawsul should attach with Lam.

Example :
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In a noun when there is ‘AL’  this can be uttered in two ways.

(1) Pronounce laam with sukun this is known as qamariyya.

(2) Without pronouncing the laam, the letter laam pronounce with saddah
known as shamsiyya.

Letters of qamariya consist 14 .

If these 14 letters comes after “al” of “laam” they should be expressed
out. This has got this name because it is expressed out since it is similar
to “alqamar” .

Example :  

This is said shamsiya because the second laam is not sukun it is
pronounced with idgham. Here too there are totally 14 letters.

Example :

In the Al Quran three words comes with madh in 7 places. It
should be lengthened to 6 harkats in these 7 places.

1. Surathul An’am
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2. Suratul Yunus

Difference between Hamza and Alif

Alif will not come at the beginning of a word. It would come as the second or
the third letter.

For example:   like

But hamz would  come at the beginning, middle or the at the end.

Example :

Five stages of madd at a glance:

(1) Obligatory madd  

(2) Madd Muttasil (link together)

(3) Madd Ari Sukun : the madd that has come in between to do sukun.

(4) Madd Munfasil (Comes away from the letter of madd hamz seperates
from the madd.)

(5) Madd Badal:
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(1) Obligatory madd :

Obligated madd means the very strong madd of the madds. When this
is linked or stopped while reciting the sukun should be certainly included.
This should be attached to the kalima (a word) or letter. This madd
should always be lengthened and stopped while reciting to 6 harakat.

Example :

(2) Al Maddul Muttasil : This madd is in the second stage of the madds.
The hamzu that  permanent appears here. It will not be deleted. This
comes linked to a word. This madd is differently lengthened while reciting.

In this :

example for Alif           :      

example for waw       :       

example for ya          :        

This madd is called muttasil because wherein the kalima (word), the
letter of madd appears with hamzu. When this is linked together or
stopped while reciting it could be lengthened to 4 or 5 harakats while
reciting. But when this is stopped while reciting wherein a hamzu follows,
then it should be lengthened to 6 harakat while reciting.

Example :
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Hamzu that comes at the end sometimes it carries Fatha or Kasrah or
Dhammah.

Example :

(3) AlMadd Al‘arid Lissukun :

This is a sukun of intervine. This can be recited long. This is the
third place among madds.

In this madd, after the letters of madd or the letters of leen will
intervines with sukun to pause.

Example :

This is minimum two harakath long. This can be dragged to four to
six harakat.

(4) Al Madd Al Munfasil :

If hamza appears seperately from the letters of madd it is known as
almadd almunfasil. The duration of the madd stretched to the extent
of 2 to 4 harakat. this has been placed in the fourth position.
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 (5)  Madd Badal :

Madd Badal means a madd appears instead of Hamza. This is the
fifth in place.

Example :  

In other madds reasons have been  indicated. But here the reasons
are not mentioned.

The differences between madd letters and leen letters :

Note : Alif appears as madd letter and leen letter.

But waw and yaa get a sukoon and if the dhammah appears in front
of the waw letter in a word, waw and yaa are then known as madd
letter and leen letter likewise if yaa is with a sukoon the front letter
will get kasrah, and waw and yaa appear as letter of madd and
letter of leen.

Example :

But when waw and yaa with a sukoon and the letters in front of it
appear with a fatha then waw and yaa are known as leen letter.
They are  not being considered as letter of Madd.

example :
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Method of recitation where two Maddus appear at a time.

It means if madd munfasil and madd badal appear together, maddu munfasil to be
prioratized. example:

In the word Hamza appears before waw of maddu this  is known as maddu
badal.

 in this word second hamza follows waw with sukun.  this belongs
to madd munfasil.  Here madd munfasil is stronger than madd badal  madd mubasil.
Here is a madd badal to be dropped.

Then two muttasil madds, two madds of munfasil and madd arilus sukun appear
together  in a verse both to be dragged equally. One should not drag more or less.
If drag a word 4 harakats other word also to be dragged 4 harakats. Same as if a
word to be dragged for 5 Harakats the other word also to be dragged for 5
harakats.

Example :

In the above verse sentence    and  both to be recited either 4
harakat or 5 harakat without any difference and to be dragged equally.
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In this table there are 8 letters with meem sakin together with two words.Example
for them as below.
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In this table there are 18 letters which follow Meem Sakin in a word
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